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QUASI-DISJOINTNESS IN ERGODIC THEORYO

BY

KENNETH BERG

Abstract. We define and study a relationship, quasi-disjointness, between ergodic

processes. A process is a measure-preserving transformation of a measure space onto

itself, and ergodicity means that the space cannot be written as a disjoint union of

invariant pieces, unless one of the pieces is of zero measure. We restrict our attention

to spaces of total measure one which also satisfy additional regularity properties. In

particular, the associated Hubert space of square-summable functions is separable.

A simple class of examples is given by translation by a fixed element on a compact

Abelian metrizable group, such processes being known as Kronecker processes. We

introduce the notion of a maximal common Kronecker factor (or quotient) process

for two processes. Quasi-disjointness is a notion tied to the homomorphisms from

two processes into their maximal common Kronecker factor, and reduces to a

previous notion, disjointness, when that factor is trivial. We show that a substantial

class of processes, the Weyl processes, are quasi-disjoint from every ergodic process.

As a corollary, we show that a Weyl process and an ergodic process are disjoint if

and only if they have no nontrivial Kronecker factor in common, or, equivalently, if

they form an ergodic product. We give an example which suggests an analogous theory

could be constructed in topological dynamics.

0. Introduction. The existence of common eigenvalues other than 1 for ergodic

processes implies the existence of nontrivial common factors, and so precludes

disjointness. It is known [7] that for certain classes of processes, this is the sole

impediment to disjointness, i.e., if the processes have no common eigenvalue

other than 1 then the processes are disjoint. We employ a certain mapping from

the product of two processes into the Kronecker process which has for its spectrum

the eigenvalues common to the two factors to decompose the phase space of the

product. The ergodic disintegration of the product measure provides for a measure

with certain compatibility properties on almost every one of the pieces. Processes

are quasi-disjoint if there is only one such measure on almost all of the pieces. We

show that quasi-disjointness is preserved under ergodic group extension and passage

to factors. We give two examples, one of which suggests the possibility of an

analogous theory in topological dynamics.
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We keep a close watch on sets of measure zero throughout the paper. Although

tedious, we felt this was necessary for clarity and precision. Perhaps overall it

serves the cause of brevity as well. One aspect of this attitude is that we work with

standard Borel spaces instead of Lebesgue spaces. The latter notion is tied to the

particular measure on the space, while in our study we wish to regard the measure

as a variable.

We wish to point out that our results overlap with those of Hahn and Parry

mentioned above. We also wish to acknowledge useful conversations with J.

Auslander, A. Kleppner, and N. Markley.

1. Preliminary results and notation. In this section we set out our basic notation,

recall some known facts, and describe our intentions. We also prove certain results

which, perhaps, are part of the folklore but which we could not find in print.

A process A" is a quadruple (£ix, ¡Fx, p.x, Tx) where (Ox, J^) is a standard Borel

space (i.e., Q. admits a complete separable metric such that J^" consists of the Borel

a-field; here as elsewhere we omit the subscript lonO,^ etc. when no confusion

can arise), ¡xx is a probability measure on (Qx, J2^), and Tx is a bimeasurable

bijection of X onto itself satisfying /¿(TF) = p(F) for all measurable F. Basic infor-

mation on standard Borel spaces can be found in [11], and related facts can be

found (in some form) in [14], [12], and [3]. We mention several facts which will be

of particular interest to us.

(1) If a function maps one standard Borel space into another in a one-to-one

and measurable fashion, then the range of the function is measurable, the restriction

of the a-field of the image space to the range makes the range into a standard Borel

space, and the inverse mapping is also measurable. In particular, it suffices in the

definition of a process to say Pis a measurable (rather than bimeasurable) bijection.

See [11, Theorem 3.2].

(2) If a function maps one standard Borel space into another in a measurable

fashion (not necessarily one-to-one) then the range, while not necessarily measur-

able, is in the universal completion of the a-field of the range space. Probably the

easiest way to see this is to use the idea of a measurable section, as given in [3],

together with the aforementioned facts about one-to-one mappings (and the fact

that any Borel subset of a standard Borel space is a standard Borel space with the

inherited a-field. This is Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.2 of [11]). In order to use

Bourbaki, we must know the space can be given a locally compact topology

compatible with the a-field. In fact, the space is either countable or can be given

the topology of the unit interval [11, p. 138]. It is also possible to deduce the fact

in question by using the theory of analytic spaces.

(3) It is possible to represent (in a sense to be described) any process as a shift

on an appropriate product space (but not with the product measure, in general).

We will explain this for the case when Q. consists of uncountably many points. In

this case there exists a sequence Pl5 F2,... of measurable sets such that if / is any

mapping of N={1, 2, 3,...} into Z2={0, 1} then there is a unique x=x¡ in Q.
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such that x is in 7^ if and only if r(/)=l [11, p. 138]. If we set Q.y = Zg and Q2 = fíf

(Z={0, ± 1,...}) then Qx can be mapped into Q2 by

a(x)(i)(n) = 1    ifT*xeFn,

= 0   otherwise.

The mapping a is obviously measurable and one-to-one so the range is a Borel

set (we give Z2 the discrete topology and Qy and Q2 the product topology and the

a-field for Q2 is describable either as the Borel field for the compact metric topology

or as the product field). We set p2(F)=px(o~1(F)) so that the range has measure

one. If we now define the shift T2 on Q2 by (r2co)(i) = <«>(i+l) we see that T2a(x)

= aTx(x) for all x in D.

The representation constructed above is an instance of isomorphism mod 0,

which we describe shortly. If Xy and X2 are processes and v. Qy -> Q2 is a bi-

measurable bijection satisfying p2(^F) = p.y(F) and T2n(x) = -n-TyX for all F in &\,

x in Qj then we say 77 is an isomorphism. In case there exists invariant null sets

JV*iS£2i and 7v"2çQ2 (N is invariant means TN=N) such that there is a mapping

it: 0.y\Ny -> £i2\N2 with the above properties, we say w is an isomorphism (mod 0).

Most interesting measure-theoretic properties of systems (e.g., spectral properties,

entropy) are insensitive to replacement of a process by an isomorphic (mod 0)

copy. Now suppose 77 is measurable, not necessarily one-to-one or onto, and satis-

fies rii(7r"1(7r)) = /n2(77) and T27t(x) = tt(T1(x)). We then say 77 is a homomorphism,

X2 is a factor of Xy, and Xy is an extension of X2. Note that the range of 77 has

measure one with respect to the completion of p2. In case the domain of definition

of 77 is only a set of measure one, we say 77 is a homomorphism (mod 0). It is not

difficult to see that if 77 : Xy ->■ X2 is a homomorphism (mod 0) then, by deleting

invariant null sets from Qy and Í22, we have processes Xy and X2 isomorphic

(mod 0) to Xy and X2 such that the restriction of 77 to X[ is a homomorphism.

Since any invariant set in X2 which is of measure zero for the completion of p,2 is

contained in an J^-measurable null invariant set, we can in fact choose X'y and X'2

so that the restriction of 77 to X[ is surjective on X2. Also we observe that if 77 is a

homomorphism (mod 0) of Xy to X2 and if X¡ is isomorphic (mod 0) to Xt

(/= 1, 2) then there is a naturally defined homomorphism of X[ to X2. In particular,

suppose tt: Xy -> X2 is a homomorphism (mod 0) and each X¡ has been "topo-

logized" (i.e., J^ is the Borel a-field for some compact metric topology for which

ris a homeomorphism. We have seen any process is isomorphic (mod 0) to some

such topologized process). We can construct a new process X[, isomorphic (mod 0)

to Xy, as follows: Let rî'1 = n1 x 02, ^1=^ x&2, T{ = TyxT2. Let ir^x) = (x, nx)

and let pí=/*i o rrï1. Then A^ = (Q'1? &\, T'y, p'y) is isomorphic (mod 0) to Xy and

the mapping 77'(xj, x2)=x2 is a continuous surjective homomorphism of X[ onto

X2, and moreover n' o ■n1 = 77 a.e. Results of this sort were obtained by Furstenberg

[4, Appendix to §1] by the theory of representation of C* algebras.

If X is a process then the transformation T induces an isometry on L2(Q) (in fact

on all Lp spaces) by /->-/ ° T. We will denote this operator also by T, and so write
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Tf or f o P interchangeably. Thus the complex number A is an eigenvalue if there is

a square-integrable /z-measurable function/such that/° T= Xfa.e. By ̂ -measurable

we mean measurable with respect to the p. completion of !F. In fact, a /x-measurable

function/, if it exists, can be replaced (see [13, p. 225, Problem 12]) by an !F-

measurable function/' such that/'=/a.e. (and so/' ° T=Xf a.e.). Note all eigen-

values are of modulus 1. In fact, we could remove the a.e. qualification on the

equality by setting/' equal to zero on an appropriate set but we will discuss a

different approach shortly. A process X is called ergodic in case the eigenvalue

one has multiplicity exactly one. Alternatively, X is ergodic if TF=F, Fe!F,

implies p.(F)-p.(Q\F)=0. If A'is ergodic and A is an eigenvalue with eigenfunction

/, then I/I o T= |/| a.e. and so |/| is constant a.e. We can choose/so that |/| = 1

a.e. In general, we cannot make |/| = 1 identically, for example if A# 1 and there is

some point x such that Px=x. However, we can replace X by an isomorphic

(mod 0) copy A", which then will have the same eigenvalues, such that each

eigenvalue A admits an eigenfunction / such that |/| = 1 and/° T= Xf identically.

It was pointed out in [4] that a A-eigenfunction / for X can be regarded as a

homomorphism (mod 0) of X onto the process of rotation by A (z -*■ Xz) on the

unit circle, with the measure either atomic or Lebesgue depending on whether A

is or is not a root of unity. We can treat the two cases just mentioned in a uniform

manner by saying a A-eigenfunction / defines a homomorphism onto the process

of translation on the compact dual group of the "discretized " group generated by A.

We will generalize this observation. Let X be ergodic and let S>(X) denote the set

of eigenvalues for X. It is well known that SP(X) is a subgroup of {|z| = 1}. Let A

be any subgroup of SP(X), endow A with the discrete topology, and let £2K = A', the

compact dual of A. Since (£ix, J^) is standard Borel, A is countable, and so QK is

metrizable. Let cu0 be that element of Ü such that oj0(X) = X and let TK(<u) = u> + w0

where + is the group operation for £2^. It is known (see [8, p. 47]) that eigenfunc-

tions / can be selected so that/Al/Ä2=/Al^2 a.e. and, since A is countable, the

exceptional null set can be chosen so that on the complement/Al/Ä2 =/AlAa for all

Als A2. It is easy to verify that x -> x, x(A) =/A(x), defines a measurable mapping of

Ox into Q.K satisfying (Tx)^ — Tx for x not in the exceptional set. The measure ¡xx

is carried by this mapping into some invariant measure on Q.K. However, one easily

verifies (0.K, TK) is uniquely ergodic, with Haar measure m the unique invariant

measure, so x -> x is a homomorphism (mod 0)from X to K=(ClK, 3^K, m, TK). This

homomorphism is not quite canonical, since the choice of {/A} is not canonical.

However, if tt1 and 7r2 are homomorphisms of X into the Kronecker process K

(following Furstenberg, we call an ergodic translation on a compact metrizable

group a Kronecker process) then the mapping x ->• ̂ (x) — 7r2(x) carries almost all

of X onto a single point a^ in K. Thus, since translation by co1 is an automorphism

of the process K, any two homomorphisms tt1 and 7r2 of A'into Kare related by an

automorphism it of K, 7ri=mT2-

Definition. If Xand Tare ergodic processes and if A=S>(X) n SP(Y) then the
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process K constructed from A as described above is called the maximum common

Kronecker factor and is denoted K(X, Y).

If X and Y are processes then XxY denotes the product process (£lxxQ.Y,

¿Fxx¿FY, pxxpY, TxxTY). The notation X~ will denote various forgetful functors

in this paper. For now we mean to forget the measure, X~ = (il, !F, T). If Xy and

X2 are processes and 77: Xy -*■ X2 is a homomorphism then a measure p on

(Q.y, ¡Fy) is said to cover p2 if p ° 77 "1 = p2. Thus the measure ^x x /xy is an invariant

measure on (Xx y)~ which covers /¿x and pY (with respect to the natural mappings).

Processes X and Y are called disjoint if /¿x x My ¡s the only invariant measure on

A"s x Y~ which covers px and /¿y. (It is not hard to see this is equivalent to the

definition in [4].) We will frequently delete the """' when no misunderstanding is

possible.

It is clear from our discussion of eigenfunctions as homomorphisms that if two

ergodic processes have a common eigenvalue other than 1 then they have a non-

trivial factor in common and so (see [4]) they cannot be disjoint. One purpose of

this paper is to show that if A' is a Weyl process (see [4]) and if Y is ergodic and if

X and Y have no common eigenvalue other than 1, then X and Y are disjoint.

In this section we will prove the more basic fact that if X and Y are ergodic and

have no common eigenvalues, then Xx Y is ergodic. Although the proof uses only

typical spectral theory arguments, this fact is apparently not well known. For

example, the fact that a weakly-mixing process and an ergodic process have an

ergodic product, as proved in [4], is a corollary.

Let X and Y be (not necessarily ergodic) processes, and let Ex and EY be the

spectral measures defined on the unit circle corresponding to the unitary operator

Tx and TY. (We will follow the notation and development of [9].) Let E'x and EY be

the spectral measures corresponding to the transformations Tx x IY and Ix x TY,

where Ix and 7y are the identity transformations on A'and Y (really X~ and Y~

for a suitable forgetful functor). The transformations Tx x IY and Ix x TY commute,

and so, as a rather direct consequence of Theorem 2 of [9], E'x and E'Y commute.

It follows that we can construct a spectral measure F defined on the Borel sets of

the torus such that F(MX x M2) = E'x(My)E'Y(M2) if My and M2 are Borel subsets

of the circle. We omit the construction of F, but a similar construction of a planar

product measure from commuting measures on the real line is carried out in

[9, pp. 72-73], and a more general discussion is given in [1] under the title of

amalgamation. Let/be the mapping of the torus onto the circle given by /((A, p.))

= Xp and set E(M)=F(f~1(M)) for Borel sets M. Clearly £ is a spectral measure

on the circle satisfying J" v dE(v) = J" Xp dF((X, p.)).

Theorem 1.1. E is the spectral measure of Tx x TY.

Proof. The assertion is equivalent to J" Xp d(F(X, p)h, h) = (7^ x TYh, h) for each

h in L2(Xx Y) [9, p. 60]. We will instead show that J Xp d(F(X, p)aß, a'ß')

= (TxxTYaß,a'ß') for square integrable a(x), a'(x), ß(y), ß'(y). The proposition

then follows by linearity and continuity.
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Let m(M) = (F(M)aß,a'ß'), m1(M1) = (E][{M1)a,a'), m2(M2) = (EY(M2)ß, ß')

where M is a Borel subset of the torus and Mx and M2 are Borel subsets of the circle.

If M=M1xM2 then F(Mj_ x M2) = EX(M1)EY(M2). A key observation is that

Ex(M1)aß=Ex(a)ß. To see this, let a=«0, o^, a2,... and ß=ß0, ßi, ß2, ■ ■ • be

normal bases for L2(X) and L2( Y) respectively. Then {a¡j8;} is a normal basis for

L2(Xx Y) and the equation P(M1)aißj = (Ex(M1)ai)ßj determines a projection

valued measure P for which j A dP—Tx x IY. By uniqueness of the spectral resolu-

tion, P—E'x. Since P(M1)aß=Ex(a)ß by definition, the observation is justified.

A similar result holds for E'Y, and we conclude that F(MX x M2)aß

= (Ex(M^)a)(EY(M2)ß), and so m(M,x M2) = ((Ex(M1)a)(EY(M2)ß),a'ß'). By

Fubini's Theorem, this is (Ex(M1)a,a')(EY(M2)ß,ß') = m1(M1)m2(M2). Thus

m = m1 xm2. Fubini's Theorem, now applied to m, implies

f A/x oYP(A, p.)aß, a'ß') = f Ait dm(X, /i) = í A dm^X) ip.dm2(p.)

= | A d(Ex(X)a, a')^d(EY(p)ß, ß')

= (Txa, a')(TYß, ß')

which is, again by Fubini's Theorem, (Tx x TYaß, a'ß').    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.2. Let X and Y be processes. Let X be in the point spectrum

S>(Xx Y) and (TxxTY)h = Xh. Then there is a collection of numbers CMV, p.eS>(X)

and v e S>( Y), and eigenfunctions fu(x), gv(y), corresponding to p., v, such that

h(x,y) = Iuv = i CaÀx)gAy\ In particular, S>(Xx Y) = S>(X)-S>(Y).

Proof. It suffices to show that if h e L2(X x Y) satisfies (Tx x TY)h = Xh and

(h,fugv) = 0 whenever p.v = X and Txfu=pfli, TYf = vgv, then h = 0. Since h is a

A-eigenfunction, /z = 0 if and only if E({X})h = 0. The orthogonality assumptions on

h imply that A is a sum (perhaps infinite) of functions of the form f(x)g(y), with

(fg,fgv) = 0 whenever/,, gv are as above. It will suffice to show (E({X})fg, fugv) = 0.

But the proof of the preceding proposition showed that the measure (E(-)fg,fugv)

is the convolution of the measures (Ex(-)ffu) and (EY(-)g, gv) (in the notation

of the preceding proposition, the measure is m°/_1 which is the definition of

mx * m2). The atoms of Ex occur at points of SP(X) and, since/ is a /u-eigenfunction,

(Ex()ffu) has (at most) a single atom at p.. Similarly, (EY()g, gv) has an atom

only at v. But (ffu)(g, gv) = (fgjugv) = 0 so either (/,/) or (g, gv) is zero and so

either (Ex(p,)fifu) or (EY(v)g, gv) is zero. Thus one of the two factors in the con-

volution is nonatomic, and so the product is nonatomic. It follows, as desired,

that(E({X})fg,fugv) = 0.
As for the last remark in the statement of the corollary, fugv has eigenvalue p.v

soás(A'x Y) 2 S>(X)-S>(Y) and the above reasoning shows S>( X x Y)^Si(X)-Si(Y).

Q.E.D.
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The following corollary is now obvious :

Corollary 1.3. A"x Y is ergodic if and only if X and Y are ergodic and

SP(X)C\3P(Y) = {\}.

J. Auslander has pointed out in a private communication that if processes X

and Y are disjoint then at least one of them is ergodic. We will study pairs of

processes X and Y where both are ergodic. The fact, mentioned earlier, that

disjointness of such X and Y implies A'x Y is ergodic causes difficulties in the

study of disjointness. In the next section we will develop a more general notion,

quasi-disjointness, which does not imply an ergodic product but reduces to dis-

jointness in the case of an ergodic product.

2. Quasi-disjointness. In the following proposition and theorem, we will see

that in the case where the point spectra of ergodic processes X and Y overlap, the

maximum common Kronecker factor has a close relationship to the ergodic

decomposition of the measure px x pY. We will use certain results of [3], and these

results are stated for locally compact spaces and /¿-proper mappings. But a standard

Borel space admits a compact metric topology (either that of the unit interval, or

that of a compact subset of {0, 1, J, J,...}) and ¿¿-proper reduces to what we have

called /¿-measurable.

Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be ergodic processes, K=K(X, Y), let a: X^-K

and ß: Y-> K be homomorphisms (mod 0) and let y(x, y) = a(x)—ß(y). Then y is a

homomorphism (mod 0) of Xx Y to (QK, iFK, v, I) where I is the identity mapping

and v = pxxpY ° y"1. Moreover, if f is a square-integrable px x pY-measurable

function on XxY satisfying f o TxxTY=f a.e. then there is a v-measurable and

square-integrable function f on Q.K such that f °y =f a.e. In particular, if F is a

px x pY-measurable subset of Xx Y such that Tx x TY(F) A F is of measure zero then

there is a v-measurable subset F' of 0K such that F A y~1(F') is of measure zero.

Proof. We know that a and ß can be restricted to invariant subsets of measure

one such that the restricted mappings are homomorphisms (not just (mod 0)) of

their domains. It follows that y is p,x x tty-measurable and for a subset of measure

one,

y(Txx, TYy) = a(Txx)-ß(TYy) = TK(a(x))-TK(ß(y)) = a(x)-ß(y) = y(x,y).

Since v is defined as px x pY o y-1, the stated homomorphism property of y follows.

Now let / be as described above. From Corollary 1.2 it follows that

/=2 CKFKGK-^ where FK is a A-eigenfunction on A'and GA-i is a A_1-eigenfunction

on Y. Since 3?(X) and 3P(Y) are groups, it follows that the A's involved are in

SP(X) n 0>( Y). For each such A there is a unique character yA on K such that

7Vya = Aya, and the set {yA} is such that yAiA2 = yAiXa2 (in particular yA -1 = (Xf) "x).

Clearly FA(x) = YAa(x) and GK-i(y)=x>i-1ß(y) are A-eigenfunctions. Since x* is a
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character, xMx))xx1(ß(y)) = xMx)-ß(y)) = Xh(y(x, y))- We now choose CA

so that /= 2 C\F\GK and set /'=2 CaXa- This establishes the claim for /. The

assertion about the set F follows from applying the above to the characteristic

function of F.    Q.E.D.

We continue using the notation of the preceding proposition. It follows from

Theorem 1 of Chapter 6, §3, No. 1 of [3] that there is a mapping k -> pk from QK

into the set of probability measures on fixxi2y which "disintegrates" pxxpY

with respect to y. That is, pk(y~1(k))=l and for each measurable Fin A'x Y the

function k -> pk(F) is a v-measurable function satisfying j pk(F) dv(k)=px x pY(F).

We write pxxpY=j pk dv(k). Moreover, if p'k is any other disintegration of pxxpY

then pk=p'k for v-almost all k.

Theorem 2.2. Let pk be a y-disintegration of px x pY as described above. Then

there is a v-null set N in K such that for each k not in N, pk is aTxx TY-ergodic and

invariant measure which covers both px and pY.

Proof. The invariance of the pk is a simple consequence of the essential unique-

ness of the disintegration of px x pY and the invariance of the sets y " 1(k). For clearly

the family pk o (Tx x TY) is a disintegration of px x pY, so pk°Txx TY=pk a.e.

For brevity set t=(x, y) and T=TxxTY. The mapping t ^-pyU) is such that

pxxpY=j pymdpxxpY(t) and, for almost all t, pyiTt) = fJ-Ym as well as pyu)T=prm.

From the work of Varadarajan (Theorem 4.2 of [14]) or, since we are dealing with

a single transformation, from the earlier work of Blum and Hanson [2], we know

that there is a mapping t -»■ ßt from A'x Y into the T-invariant ergodic probability

measures on X~ x Y~ such that ßTt=ßt for all t, t -*■ ßt(F) is measurable for any

measurable F, for such F and any /"-invariant measure it (such as px x pY) p(F)

= J ßt(F) dp(t), and if j8 is any /-invariant ergodic measure then ß({t \ ßt=ß})= I.

We will show that pym=ßt for px x pY-a\most all /, from which it follows readily

that almost all pk are ergodic.

It is known that if we impose the weak measure structure on the collection Ey

of ergodic measures (i.e., the structure defined by requiring the functions p —> p(F)

to be measurable for each measurable F) then the resulting measurable space is a

standard Borel space (see the remarks following Definition 2.4). In the case that

this space is isomorphic to the unit interval, the previous proposition implies there

is a mapping k -> p!k of K into Ey such that ßt=p'yit) a.e. One easily verifies that p'k

must then be a y-disintegration of px x pY, and so p'ya)=py(t) a.e. The other alterna-

tive for Ey is that it be countable. By identifying each point in Ey with an interval

in [0, 1] of appropriate length, we can apply the same argument just given.    Q.E.D.

Definition 2.3. Let X, Y, K, a, ß, y, and v be as above. We say X and Y are

quasi-disjoint if for v-almost all k there is exactly one ergodic measure p—pK such

that p°TxxTY = p, p covers px and pY, and p(y'1(k))—l.

Remark 1. Suppose a: X-^-K, ß': Y->K are possibly different homomor-

phisms (mod 0) and y'(x, y) = a'(x)—ß'(y). We have observed a is the composition
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of a and a translation on Clk, a similar remark applies to ß' and ß, and so there is a

k' such that y'(x, y) = y(x, y) + k! a.e. Let A be a v-null set such that k $ N implies

y~1(k) supports exactly one invariant covering measure. Let N'=k' + N and

v'=p.xxp,Y ° (y'Y1- One easily checks that (y')~1(N')=y~1(N), so that N' is a

/-null set. Moreover, if k $ N' then (y')-\k) = y-1(k-k') and k-k' £ N, so the

set (y')'1(k) supports exactly one invariant covering measure. This shows that the

notion of quasi-disjointness is independent of the choice of homomorphisms

(mod 0) <x and ß. It follows readily from this that quasi-disjointness is also in-

sensitive to replacing X and Y by isomorphic (mod 0) copies X' and Y'.

Remark 2. Since Xx Y is ergodic if and only if K is trivial, in which case the

definition of quasi-disjointness reduces to that of disjointness, and since the

product of disjoint ergodic processes is ergodic, we see A'and Tare disjoint if and

only if X and Y are quasi-disjoint and have an ergodic product. In particular, if

either A' or Y is weakly mixing, quasi-disjointness is equivalent to disjointness.

We also observe that if X and Y are quasi-disjoint and have no nontrivial factors

in common, then X and Y are disjoint (since X and Y must have no common

eigenvalues other than 1).

Example 1. Suppose X and Y are Kronecker processes. Since Kronecker pro-

cesses with the same spectrum are isomorphic, we can suppose Qx is the dual

group to S*(X), the point spectrum of X, and that Tx(x)=x+x0 where x0(A) = A.

A similar supposition is made for Y. The maximum common Kronecker factor K

is also a translation on a group, the dual group of A=S*(X) n i?(Y). Let a: X-> K

and ß: T-> K be the restriction mappings, i.e., a(x)(A) = x(A) for A in A. One can

easily verify that y(x,y) = a(x)— ß(y) is a group homomorphism of ñxx QY onto

Q.K and that y(x0, y0)=e = identity. Observe Tx x TY, restricted to y_1(e)> is a trans-

lation on a compact Abelian group. One can check that for each (A1( A2) in S*(X)

xS>(Y), the equation (Al5 X2)'(k1, k2) = X1(k1)X2(k2)~1 defines a character (Al5 A2)'

on y'1(e), that every character on y_1(e) is of this form, and that (A1; A2)' <>TxxTY

= A1A2~1 • (A1( A2)'. Different characters (Xu X2)' on y_1(e) have different eigen-

values AjA2 1, so (y'1(e), Tx x TY) is uniquely ergodic. In particular, y'1(e) supports

only one invariant covering measure. By employing a suitable translation, one

can verify that each y'1(k) supports a unique invariant covering measure. We have

shown that any two Kronecker processes are quasi-disjoint. In the next example,

we will see that the exceptional set of A: for which y'1(k) does not admit a unique

invariant covering measure may not be void.

Example 2. Let Qx be the two-dimensional torus,

HSK *»C0CK>
with arithmetic performed modulo 1. We choose v to be irrational. From the

work of F. Hahn [5, Theorem 8 and Theorem 18] we conclude T is strictly ergodic

on D, and clearly Haar measure is the unique invariant measure. An easy com-
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putation with exponentials shows that translation by v (mod 1) on [0, 1) is the

maximum Kronecker factor. We let Y= X,

and

Ko- fâ) - *-*
For k on [0, 1) the transformation on y~x(k) can be given as (xux2,yuy2)

-+(x1 + x2 + u,x2 + v,y1+x2 + u — k,x2 — k + v) where y2 has been replaced by

x2 — k. Since the second coordinate x2 determines the fourth coordinate y2 = x2 — k,

this transformation can be represented on the three-dimensional torus as (x, y, z)

-»■ (x+y + u, y+v, y + z + u — k), i.e., as an affine transformation with the auto-

morphism given by

and the translation part given by

\u-kj

Now any invariant measure on y~i(k) will project onto an invariant measure on X

(and Y) and so, since X is uniquely ergodic, it will be a covering measure. Thus

y~1(k) will support a unique invariant covering measure if and only if it is uniquely

ergodic (under Tx x TY). We work with the three-dimensional representation given

above. Let A* be the adjoint of A, observe (A*-I)2=0 and ker (A*-I)

= {(s, t, —s)}. It follows from the above cited theorems of Hahn that the transfor-

mation is ergodic with respect to Haar measure if and only if it is strictly ergodic,

and that this happens if and only if su + tv + ( - s)(u - k) = 0 (mod 1 ) has no solutions

in integers 5 and /. This is clearly equivalent to the assertion that 1, v, and k be

rationally independent. It is easy to see that the measure v=nxxp,Y ° y'1 is Haar

measure, so the countable set of k which depend rationally on 1 and v is of measure

zero. Thus X is quasi-disjoint from itself.

The above example is also of interest from the point of view of topological

dynamics. One could imagine an analogous notion of quasi-disjointness, with the

maximal Kronecker factor replaced by the maximal equicontinuous factor, and

with the requirement that y~1(k) support a unique invariant covering measure

replaced by the requirement that y~x(k) be minimal. When k is rationally indepen-

dent from 1 and v, the transformation is minimal, as follows from the work of Hahn

and Parry [6, see particularly Theorem 7]. Thus y'1(k) is minimal, except for a set

of K of first category.
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Definition 2.4. Let Q consist of all ergodic processes which are quasi-disjoint

from every ergodic process.

Let X, Y, K and y and v continue to have the meaning given to them above. Let

Ey = Ey(X, Y) be the set of invariant probability measure on A""* x Y* and let

TiSEy consist of those measures which moreover cover px and pY. We let S be

the smallest a-algebra of subsets of Ey such that p -*■ p(F) is measurable for each

measurable F. It is known that (Ey, S) is a standard Borel space [14, Theorem 4.2]

and a simple argument using countable generating algebras for J^ and ^Y and the

monotone class theorem shows that EeS. Recall that y(x,y) = a(x)—ß(y) is

defined only on a measurable rectangle of full measure. Let ¿V be the complement

of the domain of definition. One easily sees that if p is in E, then p(N)=0, so

p o y'1 is a probability measure on £1K. The fact that p is ergodic and y is invariant

implies p ° y"1 is concentrated at a point k. We set f(p) = k. If F is a measurable

subset of Q.K then/" \F) = E n{p | p(y ~ \F)) = 1} which shows that/is measurable.

From Theorem 4.4 of [14] we know there is a unique measure a on Ey such that

for any F in J^x^y, pxxpY(F)=jElp(F) do(p). The definitions of the objects

involved imply that a(E)= 1 and, for a measurable set F, <?(f~1(F))=jf-iiF) 1 da(p)

=J*eKy'KF))da(p)=pxxpY(y'\F)) = v(F), i.e., <r»f~1=v. The following ob-

vious proposition and subsequent remark provides us with a revealing formulation

of quasi-disjointness.

Proposition 2.5. The ergodic processes X and Y are quasi-disjoint if and only

if there is a v-null set N in QK such thatfi when restricted to E nf~ 1(N), is one-to-one.

Remark. The mapping/is always one-to-one (mod 0) in the sense that a a null

set N' can be deleted from E such that/is one-to-one on the residual. The differ-

ence between this assertion and that of the proposition can be seen clearly by

choosing X and Y to be weakly mixing processes. Quasi-disjointness of X and Y

in this case would imply the existence of a unique invariant measure (which is, of

course, generally false).

3. Properties of the class Q. In this section we will show that Q is closed under

ergodic group extensions and passage to factors. In particular Q contains the

class of Weyl processes as defined in [4].

It is frequently possible to obtain information about a process X by identifying

certain "symmetric" points and lifting information from the identification space.

By a symmetry of a process X we mean a bimeasurable bijection S of Ox to itself

such that T°S=S°T and px°S=px. We suppose G is a group with a rep-

resentation in the group of symmetries of X. We write the action of G on I as

multiplication, (g, x) -> gx. In order to study quasi-disjointness, we make certain

measurability assumptions. We suppose that G is a standard Borel group [11], i.e.,

that there is a cr-algebra 3FG such that (G, J^) is a standard Borel space and (gy, g2)

-^gygï1 is measurable. We also suppose there is a probability measure m on G

which is left invariant. It follows from Theorem 7.1 of [11] that m is also right
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invariant. Indeed, the cited theorem states that (G, ^G) can be regarded as a locally

compact group. Since a right translate of m is a left invariant probability measure

it must be m. We assume also that (g, x) -> gx is jointly measurable. It follows from

Fubini's Theorem that (p., g) -> tt(gP) is jointly measurable, where /x belongs to the

set of ergodic invariant measures with the weak measurability structure discussed

earlier. Our final restriction on the action is, roughly, that the identification space

should be a standard Borel space (mod 0). That is, we assume there is a process Y

and a homomorphism it: X^- Y (not necessarily surjective) such that 7rx1=7rx2

if and only if x1 e Gx2 (see Theorem 5.2 of [11] for a criterion for existence of Y).

We will then say A" is a (7-extension of Y, or Y is a G-reduction of X. This notion

was developed in [4], with a somewhat less extensive discussion of the assumptions

on the action.

Theorem 3.1. Let X, Y and Z be ergodic processes, and suppose X is a G-

extension of Y. If Y and Z are quasi-disjoint, then X and Z are quasi-disjoint.

Remark. The quasi-disjointness occurring in both examples of §2 can be deduced

from the above theorem.

Proof of the theorem. We let K=K(X,Z), a: X^K, ß:Z->K, y(x,z) = a(x)

—ß(z), v=p.xxp.z o y-1, and let ' denote the analogous objects for Y and Z, e.g.,

K' = K(Y, Z). We suppose ttx: X-> Y is the homomorphism involved in the

definition of a group extension and set n(x, z) = fax, z). We let ttk : £2K -> £2A- be

the restriction mapping, TrK(k)(X)=k(X) for A in 3P(Y) n 3P(Z). We omit the simple

argument which shows that for proper choices of a, ß, a and ß' the diagram below

commutes:

y
Çlx x £2Z-> QK

v

Qy x Qz-;—> QK-
Y

We let N and N' be null sets in Qx x QY and Qy x Qz such that y(Tx, Tz)=y(x, z),

y'(Ty, Tz)=y'(y, z) on the complements of A and N'. Let E consist of the invariant

measures on ZAxZA which cover p.x and /tz, and let E' be the corresponding

object for Y and Z.

We should like to caution the reader against dismissing the null sets N and N'

as if they were void, as GN may be all of D. It is easy to see, however, that N and

N' can be chosen so that N^tt~1(N'). For any measure it in E we let fi(F)

=Jo KgF) dm(g). Since tt-^TV") is G-invariant, ß <= 7r_1(A')=0. It is easy to check

that p. ott'1 is an ergodic invariant covering measure, so it is in E'. Moreover,

TTKf(fj.)=f'(ß) where/is the function from E to ClK such that y-1/(/t) supports

it. Using the quasi-disjointness of Y and Z and the easily checked fact that v o-n--1
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= v', we conclude that for v-almost any k, if py and p2 are in E' and supported by

y_1(k) then pyo7T'1 = p2o7T-1. The measures ßy and ß2 are then G-invariant

measures agreeing on G-invariant sets, and from a theorem of Varadarajan [14,

Theorem 5.1], ßy=ß2.

Consider now the ergodic disintegration pk of pxxpY. Thus f(pk)=k and

J pk dv(k)=pxxpY. We observe ¡\ pk°g dv(k) dm(g)=j pxxpYog dm(g)=pxxpY.

Now if k-^~ p'k is another measurable mapping of Q.K into E satisfying f(p'k)=k

then, by what we have just seen, J" pk ° g dm(g)=J p'k o g dm(g) and so, by two

applications of Fubini's Theorem, ¡¡ p'k° g dv(k) dm(g) = pxxpY. Thus the mapping

(k, g) —>• p'k° g carries dv x dm onto some measure a* on E such that j p da*(p)

—pxxpY. The measure a is uniquely determined by this property, and so a=a*.

This same integration property of a shows that the range of the mapping k -> pk

must have a-measure one. It follows that for almost all g, in particular for some g,

the set {p'k o g} has a-measure 1. The measure a is G-invariant and so {p'k} has a-

measure 1. This shows that pk=p'k a.e. A routine argument involving properties

of standard Borel spaces and measurable sections shows that if f(pk) =f(p'k)

implies pk = p'k a.e. then there is a null set N* such that if k $ N* then there is only

one p with f(p)=k. Thus X and Z are quasi-disjoint.   Q.E.D.

We now discuss preservation of quasi-disjointness under passage to factor

processes. As might be expected, this problem is closely connected with the problem

of invariant extension of measures. Let 77: Í2x->£2y be a homomorphism of

X=(&x, ^x> Tx) into Y=(QY, &Y, TY). If p. is any invariant probability on A" then

P o 77_1 is an invariant probability on Y. In general, however, p -> p o 77"1 is not a

surjective mapping of the set of invariant measures of X onto those of Y, e.g.,

let Y be trivial and let X be translation on the real line. In fact, we will be con-

cerned with the surjectivity of the mapping p -> it o 77 when restricted to certain

covering measures. Furstenberg [4] dealt with similar difficulties by "topologizing"

the processes, and we will do the same. Recall from §1 that any process Xis iso-

morphic (mod 0) to a topological process A", i.e., ùx. is a compact metric space,

3PX. consists of the Borel sets, Tx, is a homeomorphism, and p.x- is some probability

measure. Also recall homomorphisms and eigenfunctions can be taken to be

continuous, with no more than a (mod 0) error.

Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be topologized processes. Let SI be a compact metric

space, and let T be a homeomorphism of £1 onto itself. Let nx and tty be continuous

mappings of Q onto Dx and Í2y respectively, such that Txttx = itxT and Tyvy = ttyT.

Then there exists a T-invariant measure p on the Borel field J5" of Q. such that

px=P°TTX1 and pY=poiTY~1 if and only if there is a point z in Q. such that nxz and

77yz are generic points for X and Y respectively, (x is a generic point for X if

for each continuous function /).
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Proof. If the measure p. exists then there is some point z in D which is generic

for it, and obviously ttxz and -nYz are generic for px and p.Y. Conversely, suppose z

is in O and trxz and ttyz are generic. Let F(z) =/i(ttxz) +f2faz) where / and f2

are continuous functions on Qy and Oz. From the generic nature of irxz and ttyz,

we conclude

± j^ P(r*z) -> J/ dp.x+jfa df,Y.

Evidently, if P(z) = 0 then (f± dp.x+\f2 dp.Y = 0. It follows easily that

P(/i ° "x +f2 °"y)=    /i dp.x +  f2 dp,Y

is a well-defined linear functional on the space of all functions which can be written

as /i ° TTX+f2 ° tty. It is also evident, by observing the Cesaro limit form of the

definition, that L is positive, and L(F° T)=L(F). If F now is any continuous

function, set/?(P) = infZ,(P') where the infimum is taken over the collection of all

F'=f1 o irx+f2 ° 7Ty such that F^F'. It is easy to verify p is subadditive, semi-

homogeneous, and satisfies p(F° T)=p(F). It follows from Proposition 5 of

Chapter 10 of [13] that L can be extended to the space of all continuous functions

on Í2 in such a way that L(F)=L(F° T)-¿p(F). It follows that L is positive, for if

P^O then — P^O so, by construction of p, p( — F)^0 and so L(—F)?¡0, i.e.,

L(P)^0. Since also L(l)=l, the functional L is given by some measure it, L(F)

=J F dpi. It is easy to verify it has the required properties.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.3. Let X, Y, and Z be topologizedprocesses, and let -nx: A"-> Y

be a continuous homomorphism. Let it be an invariant covering measure on YxZ.

Then there is an invariant covering measure itj on XxZ such that itj o7T~1 = p.

(lT = 1TxXÍd).

Proof. We let Q = {(x,y, z) \ nx=y (and (x,y, z) e Xx YxZ)}. We let

A={(_v, z)\(y, z) is generic for N}. Then A has it-measure 1, and it follows easily

that the image of A in Y, under the natural projection, has ity measure one (pre-

cisely, the image is a it-measurable set of measure one). In a similar manner, the

image under nx of the set of generic points for itx has measure one. It follows that

there is a point (x0, y0, z0) in Q. such that x0 is generic for itx and (^0, z0) is generic

for it. From the preceding lemma, a P-invariant measure it' exists on Í2 which

projects onto itx and it under the natural mappings. We set it1 = it'o7r' where

7r'(x, y, z) = (x, z). Evidently, p-i°rr~1=p,x, and the fact that ita projects onto itz

follows from the facts that it does and that the following diagram commutes:

Q ->- Qx x Qz

Q.E.D.
QyXÜz   ->    Dz
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Corollary 3.4. Let X, Y, Z and tt be as in the preceding proposition and let p

be an ergodic invariant covering measure on YxZ. Then there is an ergodic invariant

covering measure px on XxZ such that py ° tt~* = p (tt = ttx x id).

Proof. Given p, let V consist of all invariant covering measures on X xZ which

project, under it, into Y. By the preceding proposition, V is nonempty. Evidently,

V is convex and it is compact in the weak* topology. By the Krein-Milman

Theorem there is an extreme point py in V. What we must now show is that py is

extreme in the collection of all invariant measures. Suppose py = tv+(\ — t)v,

0<t< 1, and v and v are invariant measures on A'xZ. Let tTy(x, z)=x. We see

px=Py° TTy1 = t(v oTTy^ + ^ — t)^' o Try1). Now v o TTy1 and v ' o 77fl are Tx

invariant measures and px is ergodic so, since 0<i<l, voTTy1 and v o 7r{"1 are

both equal to px, i.e., v and v' cover px. Similarly, v and v cover pY and also pro-

jects onto p. This shows v and v are in V, and so v=v . Thus py is extreme in the

collection of all invariant measures, i.e., ergodic.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.5. Let ttx: X—> Y be a homomorphism of the ergodic process X into

Y and let Z be an ergodic process which is quasi-disjoint from X. Then Z is quasi-

disjoint from Y.

Proof. We can assume X, Y, and Z have been topologized (compact metric

spaces with homeomorphisms), that each eigenvalue possesses a continuous

eigenfunction, that 77 is continuous and surjective, and that the homomorphisms

a: X^K(X,Z), a': Y-+K(Y,Z), ß:Z->K(X,Z) and ß' : Z -> K( Y, Z) are

continuous and surjective. We will first prove this theorem under the additional

assumption that K(X, Z) = K(Y, Z) i.e., 0>(X) n 0>(Z)=&(Y) n 0>(Z).

We set, as usual, y(x, z) = a(x)—ß(z) and y'(y, z) = a'(y)—ß'(z). We can, and do,

suppose a, ce', ß and ß' have been chosen so that a' o 77X = a and ß'=ß. It is easy now

to verify that y~1(k) = Tr~1y'~1(k) (where tt = ttxx id). If p is any invariant ergodic

cover (of p.Y and p.z) on YxZ, then, by the preceding corollary, p = py ° 77_1 for

some ergodic cover (of px and pz) on XxZ. Moreover, if p is supported by

y'~1(k), then py will be supported by 77~1y'_1(A:) = y~1(A:). Evidently, the measures

v = (pxxpz) o y-1 and v'=(pYxpz) oy'-1 are the same measure, so that if for

v-almost every k the set y_1(k) supports only one invariant cover py, then for

/-almost every k the set y''1(k) supports only one invariant cover p.

Now drop the assumption that K(X, Z) = K(Y, Z). We let 77^ be the natural

mapping of AT.A", Z) onto K(Y, Z) (K=d\xa\ A, and 77X(A:) is k, restricted to

3P(Y) c\ 3P(Z)). We can assume (see the discussion in Theorem 3.1) that a o ?7X

=ttk o a, ß'=ttk o ß. Let A'=A'(A', Z) and construct a new process X as follows:

Obviously A^( Y, Z) is the greatest common Kronecker factor of Y and K, and

a': Y-> K(Y, Z), ttk: K-*-K(Y, Z) are homomorphisms. Since a Kronecker

process is a group extension of the trivial process, we know Y and K are quasi-

disjoint. Thus, for some k0 in K( Y, Z), the set

ß = {{y, k)eílYxO.K\ a'(y) = trKk+k0}
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supports exactly one TY x TK invariant measure it which covers both ity and pK

(recall here TK is a rotation on the group Q.K, and p.K is Haar measure). We set

X1 = (ß,3F,TYxTK,p) where IF, of course, consists of the Borel a-field. The

mapping x -> (wx, a(x) — k'0), where TrK(k'0) = k0, is evidently a homomorphism of X

into Xx (the commutativity of the mappings is obvious, and the image of p.x on

A\ clearly covers p.x and the image on K must cover p.K since K is uniquely ergodic.

Now recall there is only one measure, p., on Ar1 with these properties). Also, since

K is a factor of Ar1, ̂ (Ar1)2á%rT)=^(A') n ^(Z) so 0>(X^ n 0>(Z)^.Si(X)

n £?(Z). The reverse inequality follows from the fact that Xx is a factor of X, and

so K(XU Z)=K(X, Z). We have discussed this special case, and so we know A'1

is quasi-disjoint from Z.

Now let N be the kernel of the mapping wK. JfneN then nK(k+n) = TrK(k) and

so (v, &) -»■ (y, k+n) is a bijection of O onto itself. Moreover, the measure it on Q

is carried by this mapping into a P-invariant cover, and by the uniqueness property

of it, we conclude (y, k) ->■ (y, k+n) is it-measure preserving. Also, since TK(k+n)

= TK(k)+n, the mapping being studied commutes with TYxTK. Let 7^: Xx -> T

be tt^j», &)=>» and let 0^: A-! -> A^ be ^(.y, k)=k+k'0 (here, as before, ^(^0)=^

and k0 is the point appearing in the definition of Í2). We already know what is

meant by ß: Z-> K, ß': Z^ K(Y, Z), a': Y^ K(Y, Z) and y'(y, z) = a'(y)-ß'(z).

Let y1(y,k,z) = a1(y,k)-ß(z). Observe that y o fa xid)(y, k, z)=a'(y)—ß'(z)

while fa o y)(y, k, z) = k+k'0-ß(z), restricted to S>(Y)nS>(Z). It follows from

the definition of Q (and of k'0) that y ° (tt1 x id) = irK o y. What we need to show is

that for v' =fiYx/*z ° y'~^almost every k in K(Y, Z), (y')~1(k) supports only one

ergodic invariant covering measure. Any such ergodic invariant covering measure

on YxZ can be lifted to an ergodic invariant covering measure on Xx xZ. The

ergodicity implies that the support will be on some yíx(k'), k' e K, and it is not

hard to see that tTK(k')=k. Now for almost every k there is some k" such that

nn(k") = k and y{1(k") supports only one ergodic invariant covering measure.

Now suppose TTK(k')=nK(k") = k, it is an ergodic invariant covering measure

supported by y'~1(k), i^ is an ergodic invariant covering measure supported by

y'1(k') which projects onto it1; i.e., it! ° fa xid)_1 = it, and y~1(k") supports only

one ergodic invariant covering measure. Let n = k" — k' and observe ne N. Let

r]((y, k,z)) = (y, k+n, z) and observe iii"^-1 is an ergodic invariant covering

measure supported on y~1(k") and that itj o 77_1 o (■7Tl xid)"1 = it1 o (fa xid) o 77)-1

=/t. Thus any ergodic invariant covering measure on y'~1(k) is the image of the

unique such measure on y~1(k"), which establishes the uniqueness of/*.   Q.E.D.
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